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				Protect your waterfront investment with pilings that stand up to the elements.

The right materials can make the difference. Rise above rot, rust and worry lurking beneath the surface by choosing environmentally responsible, cost-effective composite pilings that outlast wood, steel and concrete.

Photo: Pilings that Everett and Mark Pearson manufactured and installed in 1997 at Everett’s personal dock still standing strong.

Partner with the experts

			

					       	
	

	
	
		How can we help you build stronger, for longer?


				      		
				
					
					Home Foundations

					Build your waterfront home with the only pilings that will last for generations.					Learn more
				

	  
		   				      		
				
					
					Residental Pilings

					Protect your dock from the elements with pilings that won't rot, rust or crumble. 					Learn more
				

	  
		   				      		
				
					
					Commercial Pilings

					Reduce risk and ensure success on your next waterfront development.					Learn more
				

	  
		   				      		
				
					
					All-Composite Dock

					Upgrade to our premium dock which is customizable and environmentally friendly.					Learn more
				

	  
		   		
	

	

	






 

	Hear from our customers

    why we are the best solution for your piling needs...

	
    Eco-friendly
With no chemicals or rust to leach into the water, Pearson Fiberglass Composite Pilings provide an environmentally-safe alternative to other waterfront building materials.
More about sustainability

next: cost effectiveness

We found Pearson Pilings while looking at lasting materials sustainable to salt water and corrosive environments. Since we focus on coastal, environmentally sensitive areas, Pearson was the perfect partner.
—Aviel Suarez, Architect and Partner, Faros Design.Build.Remodel, LLC, CT



Cost Effectiveness
Build it once to last for generations. Pearson Fiberglass Composite Pilings save you money in the long run by standing up to storms and protecting your waterfront investment.
Find out how

next: building & repair

While composite costs more per piling, the fewer number required plus not having all the cross bracing and needing fewer bolts and connections, ends up offsetting cost... This is a no-brainer.
—Jason Akins, President and General Contractor, 16 Point Properties



Building & Repair
Learn from the Pearson pros. Get expert tips on installation, access engineering specs, and see Pearson composite fiberglass pilings in action. 
Start building

next: composites

[Pearson] was always available to give advice and help with anything during construction. I highly recommend anyone thinking of doing this to use Pearson. They were outstanding.
—Bookie Binkley,  homeowner, Calabash, North Carolina



Composites
What makes Pearson Pilings so strong, flexible and light? Learn about the unique properties of composites and how to work with this super substance.
Learn more

next: storm preparedness

Pearson Pilings bend but don’t break. They’re strong and flexible dissipating significant wave action. It’s really up to engineers to start speccing!
—Brendan Lund, Contractor, Borden Light Marine Contracting, Inc., Berkley MA



Storm Preparedness
The weather is unpredictable but the durability of your materials can mean the difference between deluge and disaster. Find out how Pearson Pilings stand up to storms.
More about storm preparedness

next: sustainability

The long pier stands! The one to the north was concrete and it’s gone! The ones to the south, wood, all gone as well. The system works!
—JC Lago, Islamorada Fl, Customer surveying neighboring damage after Hurricane Irma
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	Premium All-Composite Docks now available!

	See the maintenance-free, monopile solution for stylish waterfront access.

	Learn More	












	

	
	

		
            
                                 
                          
        

		
			Our Latest Project:

			Making a Connection: Faros Design and Pearson Pilings partner to help waterfront homes stand up to storms Milford, CT


			Details

			Without the right pilings, even the most secure structure can collapse when faced with severe weather. Find out how Pearson Pilings and Faros Design in Milford, CT are partnering to build coastal homes to withstand severe weather. 



			View project

		


	

	

	

	




 
	
		
		Ready to build stronger?

		We can help protect your project form the ground up.

		Get Started
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